What exactly is a **PerfectSize™** sensor?

If you know DEXIS, then you know that we are a single-size digital intraoral sensor solution for children and adults alike. We coined the term "PerfectSize" to describe our innovative design, but what does that really mean to you?

**PerfectSize**

---

**Not PerfectSize**

---

### 3 Key Differences

**1. Size**

About the size of a size 1 sensor, a **PerfectSize DEXIS** sensor is smaller than most other sensors yet can capture images approximately equivalent to a size 2 sensor image.

Small but mighty.

---

**2. Shape**

A **PerfectSize DEXIS** sensor features rounded, beveled corners while many other sensors have sharp, pointed edges that jab into gums and teeth — which is only comfortable if you have a square mouth.

---

**3. Cable Design**

Rather than a 90-degree cable exit, like most sensors, **DEXIS** sensors feature our patented **WiseAngle™** cable exit. This strategic cable design keeps your equipment protected from unnecessary biting and stress.

---

### Why choose PerfectSize?

The ability to easily take vertical AND horizontal bitewings AND all periapicals with a single sensor eliminates the cost and inconvenience of using multiple sensors of different sizes. Less equipment and fewer hassles can mean more efficient workflows and more smiles.

**Cutting corners never looked so perfect.**

For more information on the revolutionary PerfectSize DEXIS sensors, please visit [kavo.com](http://kavo.com) or call 888-ASK-KAVO.